
                                                               

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANTANANARIVO-ANDASIBE-MORONDAVA-NOSY BE 

10 Days/ 9 Nights 

 
DISCOVER MADAGASCAR 

 

   DAY 1   ANTANANARIVO - ANDASIBE 

 
 

Arrival and meet our representative, transfer to Andasibe (4 hours’ drive) 

We start our journey towards the Eastern part of the island. After exiting the busy and colorful city of 

Antananarivo, we reach the Route National 2, the main commercial road of the country which leads to the East 

coast of Madagascar and its main harbor. During our 150 km (3.5 hour) long journey, we will see various 

landscapes of the highlands from small traditional villages perched on hill sides, rice fields. A twisty, steep, and 

lush portion of the road will announce that we are entering another region of Madagascar. You will arrive in 

Andasibe, known for its National Park, home of the primary and secondary forest late in the evening. 

Overnight in Andasibe. 

 

 

   DAY 2  ANDASIBE 

Breakfast  

The Analamazaotra special reserve:  

We will visit the Analamazaotra special reserve. To have the best observation conditions, we leave our hotel 

around 7:30am. We will look for biggest lemur of Madagascar famous “Indri Indri”; This lemur is endemic to the 

site and made his emblem. Through an easy hike lasting about 2 to 3 hours, we will search for at least groups of 

Indri Indri. We also find other species of lemurs, birds, chameleons, etc., as of endemic flora among other orchids, 

medicinal plants. 

 

Vakona reserve visit: 

On the immense Vakona property, an island surrounded by fresh water is home to various species of lemurs: 

common brown lemurs, bamboo lemurs, ruffed lemurs, diademed sifakas. This will be a rare opportunity to get 

up-close and interact with these primates. Amazing photo opportunities and souvenirs will be the result of that 

visit. The numerous crocodiles, which used to belong to a former farm, can also be found in one of the small lakes 

of the property. If you happen to be around on a Saturday, you may see the reptiles having their weekly feast. 

Overnight in Andasibe. 



 

   DAY 3  ANDASIBE - ANTANANARIVO 

 
Breakfast 

We leave the region of Andasibe and begin our ascent towards the highlands and the capital. This journey will 

give you an impressive perspective about the difference of altitude between the two regions. This elevation is 

exploited by the hydroelectric power station which you will drive by. You will arrive in Antananarivo after a 

150km journey lasting about 3.5 hours. On the way, stop at the Peyrieras farm for a visit. 

 

The Peyrieras Butterfly Farm:  

We will make a stop at Madagascar Exotic. This private reserve is also known as the Peyrieras Butterfly Farm, 

Peyrieras Nature Farm and Mandraka Reptile Farm. It is a small privately run reserve (or zoo) at Marozevo, on 

National Road N2, 75 km (47 mi) east of Antananarivo, between the towns of Manjakandriana and Moramanga. 

It was founded and owned by the French entomologist and naturalist André Peyriéras, which is why it is also 

known as the Reserve Peyrieras. The collection includes many reptiles (chameleons, iguanas, geckos, frogs), 

batraciens (Bats), crocodiles, papillons (Butterflies). The adjacent forest area supports families of relocated and 

habituated Verreaux’s Sifaka and Common brown lemur which provide opportunities to photograph them close 

at feeding times. Night walk in the VOIMMA reserve: At nightfall, pick up your headlamps and flashlights for a 

nocturnal walk in the rainforest. 

 

 In 2012, villagers from Andasibe founded the reserve as an alternative to the governmental led national park in 

the neighborhood. The local people wanted to manage their land on their own again and be a part of ecotourism 

in this area. For reptiles and amphibian lovers, the reserve offers countless frogs along its crystal clear river 

(among them Boophis pyrrhus, Boophis viridis and  madagascariensis) and several amazing chameleons 

Chamäleons (Furcifer wilsii, Calumma parsoni cristifer, Calumma nasuta and brevicornis) in the forest. This is 

also a place to find the unique satanic leaf-tailed gecko (Uroplatus phantasticus). Bizarre insects like the famous 

giraffe necked weevil (Trachelophorus giraffae) are part of the forest, too. This community-run reserve is open for 

night-walks to those interested to search for lemurs, listen to the frogs, or stumble across sleeping chameleons 

after dark. 

Overnight in Antananarivo 

 

   DAY 4  ANTANANARIVO - MORONDAVA  

 
Breakfast  

We take a flight to Morondava. The Baobab Alley: The Avenue or Alley of the Baobabs is a prominent group of 

baobab trees lining the dirt road between Morondava and Belo sur Tsiribihina in the Menabe region in western 

Madagascar. Its striking landscape draws travelers from around the world, making it one of the most visited 

locations in the region. It has been a center of local conservation efforts and was granted temporary protected 

status in July 2007 by the Ministry of Environment, Water and Forests, the first step toward making it 

Madagascar's first natural monument. 

Along the Avenue in some 260 m long segment are remaining some 20 - 25 trees about 30 meters in height, of the 

species Adansonia grandidieri, endemic to Madagascar. Some 20 - 25 more trees of this species grow in nearby 

rice paddies and meadows. 

Baobab trees, up to 800 years old, known locally as renala (Malagasy for "mother of the forest"), are a legacy of 

the dense tropical forests that once thrived in Madagascar. The trees did not originally tower in isolation over the 

sere landscape of scrub but stood in dense forest. Over the years, as the country's population grew, the forests 

were cleared for agriculture, leaving only the baobab trees, which the locals preserved as much in respect as for 

their value as a food source and building material. 

Overnight in Morondava 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   DAY 5 MORONDAVA - ANTANANARIVO 

 
Breakfast 

Betania village: Early in the morning and depending on the time of the tide, we embark on a pirogue and we 

pass through the port of Botry and navigate across the mangroves. We arrive at Betania, a small coastal village 

of Vezo fishermen. The Vezo is the term the semi-nomadic coastal people of southern Madagascar use to refer to 

people that have become accustomed to living from sea fishing. They go as far as 50km away from the shores on 

their small pirogues without any navigation instruments. We will see them arriving from their fishing trip. As 

soon as the pirogues are emptied, we watch the local’s bargain for the freshest catch of the day, picking out fresh 

shrimps, mackerels, tuna, and sharks. 

Morondava - Antananarivo by the air: 

Overnight in Antananarivo. 

 

   DAY 6 to 9  ANTANANARIVO – NOSY BE 

 
Breakfast 

Depending on the arrival time you will connect to your flight to Nosy Be, to spend 4 fantastic days at the most 

amazing beach resort, North of Madagascar, it’s where the best beaches are and it also has a few islands that can 

be visited, Many activities are possible from the hotel: Visit Hellville and the market, the port, the village of 

Marodoka. Sail in the islands and sea excursions, scuba diving or snorkelling, motorcycle and quad rentals ... or 

simply, lazing by the sea. The islands of Nosy Komba and its fishing village and Nosy Tanikely, one of the 

submarine parks of Madagascar are nearby. A day of visit is a real pleasure! The reception of your hotel will 

advise you and direct you for all these activities. At the end of the day, we recommend a stroll to Mount Passot 

which offers a superb panorama over the whole island at. 

Overnight in NOSY BE X 4 NIGHTS. 

 
   DAY 10    NOSY BE - RETURN 

 
Breakfast 

On due time you will be driven to the airport to get your flight home, whether it is from nosy be or a flight back 

to Antananarivo and from there start your return home. 

 

 


